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ABSTRACT

The paper describes the architecture, modules, algorithms and human-machine interface
of a new operator support system (OSS), which is integrated into the new, reconstructed Paks
NPP plant computers. The main task of the new OSS is to perform continuous plant safety
monitoring and assessment, it has the following basic functions:

� on-line evaluation and presentation of critical safety function (CSF) status trees,
� continuous evaluation and presentation of the actual safety status of the plant,
� displaying and browsing the new symptom-oriented EOPs,
� automatic displaying of those process signals which are quoted in the EOPs.

The first version of the new operator support system was connected to the Paks NPP full
scope simulator in October 1999. This configuration was later successfully applied for the
simulator testing of the new symptom-oriented EOP set for the Paks NPP in November 1999.
The installation process was continued in 2000: the new system started its operation on Unit 2
(June) and on Unit 1 (August), together with the reconstructed, new PCS.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Presently the Hungarian Paks NPP is conducting an ambitious safety upgrading
programme in order to improve the operational safety of its four VVER-440/V213 units [1].
As an important part of this programme, the traditionally applied event-oriented emergency
operating procedures (EOPs) will be replaced by symptom-oriented EOPs in 2001 [2]. The
preparation and validation of the new EOP set was completed in the first half of 2000, the
work has been carried out as a joint project between Paks NPP and Westinghouse.

The NPP has also started the gradual replacement of the original Russian and Hungarian
made process computer systems (PCS), this activity is performed parallel to the replacement
of the original Reactor Protection System (RPS) by a Siemens Teleperm XS system [3].
Besides operational problems with the old plant computers, the PCS reconstruction has been
basically motivated by new demands related to the new RPS and by increased user needs. The
increased capacity and services of the new PCS architecture made it possible to initiate the
development and installation of a plant safety monitoring and assessment system (PLASMA),
fully embedded into the hardware and software architecture of the reconstructed PCS.

The changeover from event-oriented to symptom-oriented EOPs is an important recent
activity in other VVER-440 plants, as well, therefore OECD/NEA decided to support the
development in the framework of an international R&D project. Within this project KFKI
AEKI was responsible for the delivery and integration of the PLASMA system, IFE (Institutt
for energiteknikk, Halden, Norway) developed the EOP visualization module, which is based
on the new version of the COPMA-III procedure handling software [4]. Experts from the Paks
NPP took part in the specification, data delivery, development and testing work extensively.

2 PLASMA ARCHITECTURE AND FUNCTIONS

2.1 The reconstructed Paks NPP plant computer

The architecture of the reconstructed Paks NPP plant computer has been designed
according to the following basic principles:

� Distributed signal processing, distributed network database.
� Full redundancy in both the network and the hardware components.
� Uniform software components and building blocks, namely

� operating system: Windows-NT 4.0 (server and workstation)
� network protocol: TCP/IP, UDP
� basic software building environment: Intellution FIX32 Scada shell
� relational database handling: Microsoft SQL server

� Uniform professional Intel-based hardware.
� Duplicated high speed fiber-optic (FDDI) network dataways.
� Unified user interface, with a uniform operating and maintenance environment.
� Fully separated external workstations with a standard HTML browser for visualization.

Plant data acquisition systems are connected to the new PCS by duplicated, parallel
operating Scada servers. Basically three different types of data acquisition servers can be
distinguished in the reconstructed plant computer:

� The RVR Scada is handling signals obtained from the new RPS information gateways.
� The IMR Scada is processing analogue measurements originating from the IMR system.
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� The NIMFA Scada is handling discrete measurements originating from the NIMFA PLC.

All Scada servers are built by using exactly the same hardware and they are equipped
with FDDI network interface (100 Mbps). The operation of every redundant Scada server pair
is monitored by a dedicated Supervisor server machine. The Supervisor server continuously
checks the performance of the active Scada: in case a failure or functional degradation of the
active server is detected, the Supervisor automatically switches to the stand-by server. The
fourth type of duplicated Scada computers is the COMP (Computation) server. The main task
of the COMP server is to perform complex algorithmic calculations, e.g. the COMP server
hosts the PLASMA system. The COMP server has the following basic functions:

� Running the modules of the PLASMA system.
� Performing bi-directional communication with the VERONA core monitoring system.
� Serving additional external data connections, e.g. the Plant Information Center (KIR).
� Hosting additional operator support functions to be implemented in the future.

The development and installation of the new process computers is a joint project
between three Hungarian vendors: MTA SZTAKI is the main contractor, while EuroCom Rt.
and KFKI AEKI are working as subcontractors.

2.2 PLASMA modules and their functions

According to the plant’s requirements specification document, the PLASMA system
was designed and implemented as set of software modules fully integrated into the hardware
and software architecture of the new Paks NPP plant computer system. PLASMA algorithms
use a wide range of input signals: data originating from the new RPS, the IMR and NIMFA
systems and the VERONA core monitoring system are combined to synthesize new variables
characterising plant safety status. All these input data are accessed from the distributed
database of the PCS by the Input/Output Server program. This program collects input data
from the Scada nodes through the network with 2s cycle time, then the internal data transfer
between the PLASMA modules is based on the SoftwareBus object-oriented TCP/IP
communication package [5] developed by IFE Halden. The PLASMA is implemented by
using application programs developed in C, C++, Fortran and Java. Standard signal
processing (e.g. conversion to engineering units, validity and limit violation checks, alarm and
event generation, archivation, etc.) is either realised by Intellution FIX32 or by the standard
application software tools developed for the new PCS.

The Plant State Identification (PSI) module performs the calculations necessary to
monitor the state of the vital safety and auxiliary systems of the reactor. The PSI works in
normal, abnormal and emergency conditions alike. Its main functions are the following:

� determination of the actual reactor operation mode,
� determination of the state of the vital safety systems (e.g. reactivity control, ECCS).
� determination of the operational state of the vital auxiliary systems (e.g. diesels),
� monitoring the actuation of the reactor protection system and other safety systems,
� monitoring the status of the actuated safety systems,
� determination of false safety and protection system actuations,
� determination of missing safety and protection system actuations.
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Safety and auxiliary system states are characterised by so-called “functional state”
variables, which are calculated discrete signals (these signals are defined by relatively simple
logic relations). Safety and auxiliary system stop/start conditions are derived from signals
taken from the new RPS, which supplies redundant and validated data for all safety related
subsystems. In principle all functional state variables may have 5 different values:

� INACTIVE – the system is not in operation and its operation is not required,
� ACTIVE – the system is in operation and its operation is required,
� MISSING ACTUATION – the system is not in operation, but its operation is required,
� FALSE ACTUATION – the system is in operation, but its operation is not required,
� INVALID – there is no enough reliable information to determine the status of the system

Input, output variables and algorithms defining all the PSI calculations are stored in an
Excel table having a predefined internal format. An ASCII export file of this Excel table is
then used as input for a code-generator program, which produces a C source code, ready to be
compiled, linked and executed in the PLASMA. This code generating mechanism facilitates
convenient maintenance of PSI algorithms and provides good traceability.

The Safety Function Monitoring (SFM) module evaluates those internal variables which
are necessary to monitor and display the critical safety function (CSF) status trees. CSF
monitoring is started automatically 10 seconds after a scram signal is detected. In principle, a
status tree is a simple decision tree with one entry point and with a few possible exit points.
The evaluation of a decision tree requires answers to quite simple YES/NO questions. Signals
required to answer these questions are mainly calculated from data supplied by the new RPS,
in order to achieve as high reliability as possible. If there is no scram condition, then all status
trees are “inactive”, i.e. they are not evaluated. According to the Westinghouse-type EOP
philosophy, the system monitors the following CSF status trees: subcriticality, core cooling,
heat sink, primary circuit integrity, hermetic area, primary circuit inventory.

3 PLASMA USER INTERFACE AND INFORMATION PRESENTATION

The PLASMA user interface is an integral part of the standard operator display system
developed for the new process computer, it is fully embedded into the menu hierarchy of the
standard operator’s workstation. The user interface can be used for displaying plant safety
status, plant safety overview, detailed CSF information and CSF status trees. It also provides
features for EOP handling based on a HTML browser.

3.1 The CSF Overview picture

Figure 1. shows the PLASMA „Overview” picture, which provides a concise overview
of the six Critical Safety Functions and the actual plant safety state. The picture shows the
main related parameters and the actual operating status of the most important support systems
for all the 6 CSFs. The Overview privides a p-T diagram, indicating the actual “primary
circuit pressure - maximum hot leg temperature” working point with respect to the permitted
reactor operating regions. The Overview picture can be called by clicking on the “KBFM”
icon located in the Header part. The color of the KBFM field is green, if all CSFs are
satisfied, otherwise its color corresponds to the color of the most endangered CSF (i.e. it is
either yellow, or orange, or red).
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Figure 1 The CSF Overview picture

3.2 Detailed CSF information pictures

Information related to a specific CSF is displayed on the “Detailed CSF information”
pictures callable from the Overview, or directly from the Header (see icons labelled S, C, H,
P, Z and I on Figure 1). These pictures show the CSF status tree, the value and trend of the
most important related parameters and the mnemoscheme of the related subsystems in the
technology. Figure 2. illustrates the format of these pictures for the Primary Circuit Integrity
CSF.  In case a CSF is violated, the applicable EOP can be directly called from the CSF status
tree by clicking on the label located at the active exit point of the tree. It must be noted, that
the integration of the PLASMA user interface with the MMI of the new PCS has several
advantages: operators use the same methods for acknowledgement, screen navigation, they
have the same color-coding conventions and they can use the same tools. Another advantage
of the integration is that the system is available in normal reactor operation conditions, as
well, therefore operators can get used to its MMI during their regular work.

3.3 Presentation and handling of Emergency Operating Procedures

The new Paks EOPs were prepared by using a special procedure maintenance tool
delivered by Westinghouse (POPIM [6]). The POPIM system is built over the standard
WordPerfect word-processor software and contains advanced document manipulation
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services. However, the PLASMA handles the EOPs in HTML format, therefore a conversion
program was developed to perform the WordPerfect-to-HTML conversion in a controlled
manner, without manual editing and formatting actions. This conversion program ensures,
that the “electronic” version of the procedure set always corresponds to the latest  “paper”
version of the procedures, as stored and generated in POPIM.

Figure 2 Detailed CSF information for the Primary Circuit Integrity CSF

The PLASMA module Procedure Selection and Display (PSD) takes care of displaying
the requested procedure when selecting it from a CSF status tree or from the Table of
Contents. The PSD module is based on the COPMA-III system [4] developed at IFE Halden
and it has the following main functions:

� select the relevant EOPs from the CSF status trees,
� display the selected EOP and browse it step-by-step,
� present the corresponding Dynamic Reference Lists,
� log operator’s actions into a log file which can be viewed and analysed later.

Procedure display is based on the well-known client-server model: one PSD server
(kernel) program runs on each PLASMA computer, while PSD clients are running on the
operator’s workstations. PSD clients use a standard HTML browser to display the procedures.
The network communication between the PSD server and PSD clients is realised by calling
Java objects and methods according to the RMI (Remote Method Invocation) protocol. The
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PSD server has mainly administrative functions: it keeps track of the activities performed by
the clients, logs procedure browsing, initiates actions beyond the scope of the clients (e.g.
initiates the display of the checklists containing those signals, which must be checked by the
operator while executing the given step of a procedure). This associated check-list is called
Dynamic Reference List (DRL). The procedure display window is illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3 Presentation of an EOP step with the associated DRL picture

An important feature of the PSD module is the changeover to „controlled” browsing
when a scram event happens: during emergencies the users in the control room may browse
the EOP set only in the prescribed sequence. This means, that they must „execute” and
acknowledge procedure steps in a sequential manner and only those transitions are allowed
between different procedures (or between steps within a procedure), which are explicitly
stated in the EOP text (these transitions appear as hyperlinks on the screen).

Procedure attachments and embedded figures are handled by the PSD as „parallel”
documents. This means that these EOP parts are available through hyperlinks when the user
encounters them in the EOP text, and they are also directly accessible by using dedicated
pushbuttons located at the bottom of the EOP display window. The user can visit a parallel
document any time during procedure execution, then close it and return to the EOP step in
effect. The „Foldout Pages” form an important part of the Westinghouse-type EOP
philosophy: in the paper version the Foldout Page must be kept continuously opened during
the execution of a given procedure. Generally a Foldout Page contains one ore more
conditions (e.g. ECCS stop/restart criteria), which must be monitored continuously during
procedure execution. The PSD handles the Foldout Page as parallel document, in order to
facilitate its quick access. In addition, the actual states of the criteria to be monitored are
continuously displayed on the top of every DRL picture as discrete signal icons. With the help
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of these icons the operator will receive a warning (colour change and blinking) when the state
of  a criterion has changed and a transition to another EOP must be executed. Handling of the
so-called spanning notes (i.e. Notes/Cautions which are valid through several procedure steps)
is also supported by the PSD. When a spanning note is encountered during EOP execution,
the system automatically displays warning buttons at the bottom part of the EOP window.
Spanning notes are treated as parallel documents: they can be visited by using the dedicated
buttons and then the user can return to the actual EOP step. However, these buttons
automatically disappear from the screen, when the Note/Caution is not in effect any more.
The PSD offers some additional convenience features like insertion/deletion of Bookmarks at
arbitrariy EOP steps, viewing of PSD execution log files, checking system configuration.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The main characteristics of the PLASMA system have been described in this paper. The
system has entered its implementation phase at the Paks NPP: during the autumn 1999 the
system was installed at the full scope-simulator, then in 2000 on Unit 2 and Unit 1. Further
extensions of PLASMA are planned in 2000: a controlled remote access with limited
functionality through the plant computer system’s WEB server node will be installed for
dedicated users (e.g. safety engineers) working in the plant and at the safety authority.
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